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A new method for improving the interferometric resolution
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Abstract. Electromagneticwavestraveling through the atmosphereexperiencean
added phase shift due to the presenceof variousgases. Since the water vapor
distributionin the atmospherehas a significantspatialand temporal variance,the
correspondingphaseshift can causea seriousdegradationof the maps producedby
radio interferometers.This studypresentsthe calculationof the atmospherically
inducedphase shift in terms of ground basedmeasurementsand introducesa new
techniqueto compensatefor it. The compensationtechniqueis implementedon the
Berkeley-Maryland-IllinoisArray at Hat Creek, California, and various tests are
performed to demonstratethe accuracyof the technique. Finally, some future work is
suggested.

1. Radio Interferometry With
Atmospheric Effects
Interstellar spaceconsistsprimarily of a vacuum
throughwhichopticaland radio signalspasswith
minimaldegradation(the signalscanbe absorbed
and scatteredby interstellardust). Earth'satmosphere, however, is composedof various gases,
including water vapor, that collectively act to
degradethe signalsthat ultimatelyreach the radio
telescopeson Earth.
The atmosphericdegradationof radio signalsis
due to two conditions. First, the amplitude of
radio signalsis attenuated due to lossesin the
dielectric(the atmosphere)throughwhich they
pass. Second,the phaseof the signalis a function
of the path through which it passes,and the
atmosphericallyinduced phase shift (AtIPS)
experiencedby the signalwill be a functionof the
distributionof the atmosphericconstituentsin its
path. When the frequenciesof interest are not in
the vicinityof any atmosphericresonantlines, the

decreasein amplitude has far lessimpact on the
resultingradio maps than the AtIPS introduced
due to the presenceof the atmosphere.
The radio interferometer output is the product
of the amplitudesand the differenceof the phases
(thisphasedifferenceis calledthe interferometer
phase)of the signalsreceivedby the individual
antennas. (See Thompsonet al. [1986] for a
discussionof radio interferometry.) So, if the
AtIPS, no matter how large, were the same for
each signalpath, the atmosphericeffects on the
interferometer phasewould canceland therefore
would have no effect on the final result.

How-
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ever, this is not typicallythe casein actual measurements. Although water vapor is not the
largestcontributorto the atmospherically
induced
phaseshift, the integral of the water vapor content is very much a functionof the atmospheric
path. And because the signal to each antenna
passesthrough a different path in the atmosphere,the AtIPS difference experiencedby each
signal due to the water vapor will be much
larger than the AtIPS differencedue to the other
atmosphericgases.The farther apart the antennas
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be.

are, the more different the individual AtIPS will

Since the accuracyof calculationsin radio
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interferometry strongly depends on the phase
accuracy,this changein phasewill degradefeatures of the map, add extra noise, and impose
limitations

on the resolution

of interferometric
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point sourceto the interferometer. The interferometer phasefrom the calibratorobservationis
equal to the sumof the geometricaldelay(which
can be removed)and the AtIPS. Thereforethe

observations.The quality of the radio mapsand AtIPS as a function of time can be obtained and
the utility of radio interferometers in general subtracted from the data.
This techniquehas severalshortcomings.First,
couldbe significantlyimprovedif the atmospheric
effectswere fully (or at least partially) compen- the observationmust be interrupted periodically
in order to observe the calibrator. Second, the

sated.

The

fundamental

limitation

that

the

AtIPS

places on the radio interferometer is this: The
antennas must be kept close enough to one
another to minimize the degradationintroduced
by the AtIPS, but far enough apart to obtain
sufficientmapresolution,sincethe interferometric
resolutionis inverselyproportionalto the antenna
separation.
The effect becomesespeciallysevere in the
summer, when the air is turbulent and humid.

During this time the antennas must be close
together in order to minimize the AtlPS differenceand obtain a usefulradio map. If the effects
of the atmospherecouldbe compensated
for, then
the

distance

between

the

antennas

could

be

increased,with a consequentimprovementin the
quality of the radio maps.
This work presentsa new techniqueto correct
the AtIPS experiencedby the signalsreceivedby
a radio interferometer.It wasdevelopedand then
implemented on the Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland

calibrator is not in the same angular location as
the source under observation

and is not observed

at the same time. Therefore the signal travels
through a different portion of the atmosphere,
and the AtIPS added to the calibrator signal is
different

from

the AtIPS

added

to the source

signal. The differencebetween these two atmosphericphasesis a functionof the angularseparation of the two extraterrestrial

radio sources and

the atmosphericconditions. (Since a limited
numberof calibratorsexist,the angularseparation
between the sourceand calibrator canbe as large

as 45 degrees.) Other attemptsto measureand
compensate
for the AtIPS are summarized
below.
Baars[1967]usedthe Greenbankinterferometer to observe a calibrator source for several hours

Array (BIMA) at Hat Creek, California.This

and at the same time recorded meteorological
data such as local temperature, pressure,and
humidity.They observeda correlationbetween
the expectedphasefluctuations(calculatedusing
the meteorologicalfluctuations)and the actual
phasedifference. Althoughno suggestions
were

interferometer

made

consists of three 6-m antennas and

as to how these

results

can be used to

operatesin the 72-115GHz frequencyrange. This
work is basedon a Ph.D. thesis[Zivanovic,1992]

computea phasecorrection,thisearlyexperiment

which

atmospheric
conditionsandthe phaseshiftexperiencedbysignalstravelingthroughthe atmosphere.
A watervaporradiometer(WVR) designed
and
built at the Jet PropulsionLaboratory[Westwater,
1978;Westwater
and Guiraud,1980]wastestedat
theverylargearray(VLA) interferometerin New
Mexico. Two WVRs operatingat f• = 20.7GHz
and f2 = 31.4 GHz were used. The operating
frequencieswere selectedto provide a measurement at the half-power point of the 22 GHz
transition line and in the valley of the water
absorption spectrum. The radiometers were

has more

details

about

the

derivations

presentedin this paper.

2. Previously Used Methods for AtlPS
Compensation
The problems introducedby the AtlPS were
studied by radio astronomersfor a number of

years[Baars,1967; Hinder and Ryle 1971;and
Liebe, 1981], and severaltechniqueshave been
developedto correctfor theseatmospheric
effects.
The most common techniqueused today is the
observationof a "calibratorsource."(This techniqueisnowbeingusedat the BIMA.) A calibrator sourceis anyextraterrestrialradio sourcethat
is small in angularsize and, hence,effectivelya

demonstrated

that there is a correlation

between

mounted on each antenna, and a calibrator source

was observed. For short observations(up to 2
hours) the calibrator data and WVR measurementsdid havea goodcorrelation,but, for longer
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observations, the WVRs exhibited a distinct drift,

section the AtIPS due

and eventually their outputs were completely
dominatedby the systeminstabilities.
A number of groups [Elgeredet al., 1982;

calculated

Guiraud et al., 1979; Moran and Rosen, 1981;

Rockenet al., 1991, Westwater
et al., 1990]used
WVRs to measure the water vapor contentalong
the signal path through the atmosphere. From
theseresultsthey were able to obtain an estimate
of the excesspropagationpath L o introducedby
the presenceof the atmosphericwater. In each
case, though, the successwas still very limited,
primarily due to the instabilityof the WVRs.
The radiometer is, however, still used in a
considerable

number

of interferometric

observa-

tions to at least partially compensatefor the
atmosphericeffects. In very long baselineinterferometry(VLBI) observationsthe baselinesare
long enough that a radiometer mounted on each
antenna is necessaryto provide an initial estimate
of the

individual

AtIPS.

A

calibrator

source

is

then used for the final correction.

The early testsdid showa correlationbetween
atmosphericconditionsand the AtIPS, but none
of them resulted in a practical and efficient
algorithm to determine a correction factor. In
each case, the conditions necessaryto obtain a
goodmeasurementof the AtIPS were very restrictive. For instance,the accuracyof the calibrator
sourceis dependenton weathervariabilityand the
angular distancebetween the sourceand calibrator; the radiometer is only effective for short
observations.

879

to the water vapor is

in some detail.

3.1. Calculation

of the AtlPS

The phaseshift qbdue to the presenceof water
vapor in the atmosphere can be written as

2•r

f

)

attn

p (z)

arz

(

where n•ois the real part of the indexof refraction
of water vapor, • is the wavelength, Pw is the
water vapor density, P•o is the densityof water

(1000kg/m3),and the integrationis alongthe
propagationpath.
The refractive index of water vapor, over this
desired frequency range (72-115 GHz), can be

written as [Meeks,1976]

n•o1*7.76x10
-7Po
--

+

T

(2)
P

6.48x10 -7

•+3.776x10
T

P

-3

•
T2

where T is the absolutetemperaturein degrees
Kelvin, Po is the partial pressureof dry air in
pascals,andP• is the partial pressureof the water
vapor in pascals. It can be shown that the total
atmospherically
inducedphaseshiftqbexperienced

by the signalreceivedby an antenna,is givenby
the following expression:

3. New Technique to Compensate
for the MIPS

Despitethe fact [Elgered,1993]that the excess
propagationpath due to the main atmospheric
components,oxygenand nitrogen, can be fairly
large(about2.3rn at the zenith),it canbe ignored
since it has a very small spatial and temporal
dependance. On the other hand, the excess
propagation path from water vapor can vary
unpredictablyin both spaceand time, betweena

few millimeters(or less)and 40cm in the zenith
direction[Elgered,1993]. Therefore the AtlPS
due to the presenceof water vapor in the atmosphere is the dominant component.In the next

qb:10
-32•'
[0.228
Po
seC0o
•
g
(3)

•m0.076
+ T(z)p•(z)dz]
where p• is the water vapor densityas a function
of atmosphericheight and antenna location, 0o is
the anglebetween the zenith and the antennaaxis
(pointing angle), g is the accelerationdue to
gravity,T(z) is the atmospherictemperatureas a
functionof altitude z, and Po is the air pressure
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on the ground(MKS unitsare used). Pohasonly

densityhassignificant
values,thenthe totalsignal

a slight variation from antenna to antenna; there-

power can be written as

fore, the first term in equation (3) will have a
negligiblecontributionto the interferometerphase
and will be ignored.
If it is assumed that the temperature is relatively constantover the region where the water

vapor densityhas significantvalues(roughlythe
first 4 km of the atmosphere),thenthe AtIPS can
be written

as

Ta and T• can be measured for each antenna of
the BIMA [Zivanovic,1992] and then subtracted
from the total received power to obtain kAfT•,
the power due to the atmosphericwater vapor
emission.

qb:10-32•-[0.076
+1742]
f
T J •t•

(4)

where T is the temperatureon the ground and
can be measured. This assumptionof constant
temperature is certainlyjustified in the Hat Creek
area. The remaining quantity, the precipitable

watervapor (PWV),
antenna, Pr, is given by

(5)

where T•a is the brightnesstemperature emitted
by the extraterrestrialradio sourceunder observa-

tion, % is the absorptioncoefficientof water
vapor,•-•is the opticaldepth, T• is the receiver
temperature, T• is a measure of the ground
scatteringpicked up by the antenna, k is the
Boltzmannconstant,and Af is the bandwidthof
the interferometer (830 MHz for the BIMA
system).
It is assumed that the extraterrestrial
radio
source emission is much weaker than the atmo-

spheric emission, and that the optical depth is
small. This is a good assumptionfor the BIMA
system,since the typical sourcepower is several
orders of magnitudesmaller than the atmospheric
emission. Furthermore, if it is againassumedthat
the temperature is reasonably constant over
regionsin the atmospherewhere the water vapor

one can solve for the PWV

from

(6), and substituteit in (4) to get

qb
=10
-32•'[0.076
+1742
T

TKf

(7)

where

r. -: v/aa-

fp•dz, can be obtained

from the expressionfor the total signalpower.
The total power of the signalreceivedby one

Now

(

+

)

(8)

An estimateof the error introducedby assuming
constanttemperature in the atmosphere is illustrated in Figure 1. This figure represents a
comparisonof the ratio of qband T• calculated
using the exact expressions(equations(1) and
(3)), with the ratio calculatedusingequation(7)
(approximation).The temperatureasa functionof
atmosphericheight(neededto evaluatethe exact
expressions)
was taken from United StatesStandard Atmosphere(1962). The water vapordensity as a function of atmosphericheightwas taken
to be a decayingexponentialwith a scaleheightof
2 km [Meeks,1976]. The ground temperature
used in these calculations

was 287 K.

The error introducedwith the approximationis
tolerable since the use of the technique will
definitely improve the phase measurements.
Therefore the atmosphericallyinducedphaseshift
can be calculated from ground-basedmeasurements.

3.2. Implementing the New Technique
in the Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland Array

A total power detector, which samples the
output signal, was added to the new IF amplifier. This systemwas designedand built for the
BIMA to measure the total signalpower Pr with
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AtlPS is calculatedusingequation(7).

360

Before
3OO

each observation

some additional

cali-

bration is performed. The zero level of the total
power detector and the proportionality constant
necessaryto convert the analogto digital (A/D)
output (in volts) and power (in kelvins)are mea-

240
m

180

sured.

Then

a calibrator

source

is observed

for

several minutes to measure the proportionality
constantbetween the total power and the AtIPS.
60
This givesa more accuratevalue for the proportionality constantthan the value predicted by the
0
'
theory.
80
90
1 O0
1 10
120
70
The correctioncan be applied directly to each
frequency(OHz)
signal during the observation,as follows: At the
Figure 1. Comparisonof ck/T•,calculatedwith and beginning of each integration cycle the atmowithout
theassumption
thattheatmospheric
tempera- sphericphase is computedusing the total power
tureis constant
in regions
wherethe watervapor measurementsand added to the phaseof the first
density
hassignificant
values.Thetemperature
onthe local oscillator. Every 0.3 s the changein the total
120

i

.

,

.

i

,

,

,

i

,

,

,

i

,

,

,

groundis 287K andthe watervapordensityon the
groundis 5x10'3kg/m3 . Curve 1, calculation
with
approx/mation; and curve 2, calculation without
approximation.

high accuracyand thermal stability. The thermal
stability of the circuit was selected such that the
total powerfluctuationsAPr due to the changesin
the circuit temperature are

oscillatorphase.
This new technique has the advantagethat the
AtIPS is measured continuouslyand along the
signalpath (instead of along a different path as
with the calibratorsourcetechnique).The correction can then be applied directly to the signal,in
real time, before any data processinghas taken
place. Finally, longer baselinescan be used with
this correction technique, thereby improving
the resolution.

APe-<10-3
This is becausethe smallestpower increment(as
a fraction of the averagepower) that can be
measured by the current-samplingand power-

measuring
systemat BIMA is about10's.
Three such amplifiers(with power detectors)
were built and installed in the BIMA,

power(from the precedingvalue)ismeasuredand
the resultingchangein phase added to the local

and the

following measurements were performed to
calibrate the system: (1) The proportionality
constantbetween the output of the total power
detector(in volts) and the total signalpower (in
kelvins)wasdetermined;(2) the receivertemperature Ta was measured; and (3) the antenna
ground pickup T,• as a function of the antenna
pointingangleand azimuthalanglewasmeasured.
Ta and T,• are subtractedfrom the total power
detector measurementsto obtain T•, and the

4. Testing the Correlation
To

demonstrate

the

correlation

between

the

AtIPS and the total signal power, a calibrator
sourcewasobserved,and the resultinginterferometer phasewas comparedto the total signalpower
differences measured during the observation. A
very short integrationtime, 0.3 s, was used so that
the interferometer phase could be compared to
the instantaneoustotal power measurementsthat
were sampled at the same rate.
The initial
resultscontaineda considerableamount of system
noise. Instead of adding a low-passfilter to the
interferometricsystem,the data were numerically
filtered after the observation.This was done by
convolvingthe datawith the Fourier transformof
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197ø/K. The measuredproportionalityconstantis

a low-passfilter Zo(t), givenby

186ø/IC

Z• (t) :

sin2•r(t
•rt

0

Figure 4 is for a half-hour observation of
Jupiter. After the numericalfiltering was performed on the data, everythree data pointswere
averaged,so for this case,there is one data point
every 0.9 s. The temperature during the observation was 279 K, so the expectedproportionality
constantis 208ø/K. The measuredproportionality

Itl <- to

Itl> to

where f = 0.075 Hz and to= 45 s.
Results from several of these tests are shown in

constant is 197ø/K.

Figures 2-4. Each observationwas in fairly clear
weather; the results are for a baseline of 12 m.

During the observationthe sourceswere at high

These results indicate that there is indeed a
definite correlation between the AtIPS and the

elevationangles(aroundthe zenith) in order to
minimize the unwantedgroundscattering.In each
casethe zero level of the phaseand total power
do not matchup, primarily due to calibrationerrors. The zero levels and gain of the total power
detector were different for each observation
had to be calibrated each time.

In this observation the total

power seemsto lag the phaseat sometimes. This
is primarilydue to the large time constantin the
total power detector and other systemdrifts.

and

Figure 2 is for a 5-min observationof Jupiter.
The temperature during the observationwas
281 K, so the predictedproportionalityconstant
between the interferometer phase (measuredin
degrees) and the differencebetween the signal
powers (measuredin degreesKelvin) is 202ø/K.
The measuredproportionalityconstantis 185ø/K.
Figure 3 is for a 4-min observationof Mars.
The temperature during the observation was
278 K, so the expectedproportionalityconstantis

total power. Much of the variance can be accountedfor by the systemnoise,sincethe original
interferometer was not designedto provide the
sensitivitynecessaryfor these experiments. A
leastsquaresfit of the setsof datawasperformed
to compute an estimate of the AtIPS using the
differencebetweenthe signalpowers. This phase
was

then

subtracted

from

the

interferometer

phase(which in this caseis equal to the AtIPS).
The resulting phase was typicallyless than the
original measuredphase (which in this caseis
equal to the AtIPS) by at leasta factorof two.
It is expectedthat the full benefit of the new
techniquewill onlybe realizedwhen the new and
improvedcomponents(for example,the receiver,
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Figure 2. Observation1' comparisonof phasefluctuationswith total power fluctuationsfor an
observationof Jupiteron March 18, 1992. Observation
wasstartedat 2345LT; temperaturewas
320 K.
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Figure3. Observation
2: comparison
of phasefluctuations
with total powerfluctuations
for an
observation
of Marson May 22, 1992.Observation
wasstartedat 1700LT; temperature
was324K.

antennas,and mixers)are installedin the BIMA.
In the currentsystem,the noiseand instabilityof
these componentsare too large to provide the
highsensitivityrequiredto realizethe full benefit
of the accurateAtIPS measurements.At present,
the BIMA is being expandedto six antennas,and
a majority of the componentsare being rede-

signedin order to decreasethe noisefigureof the
entire system.

5. Conclusions
The

initial

and Future

tests demonstrate

Work
that

there

definite correlationbetweenthe total signalpower
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Figure4. Observation
3' comparison
of phasefluctuations
with total powerfluctuationsfor an
observation
of JupiteronApril 6, 1992.Observation
wasstartedat 2345LT; temperature
was315K.
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and the atmospherically induced phase shift.
Most

of the

observed

differences

between

the

measured phase and the power radiated by the
atmosphere(water vapor) were due to system
noise. In spite of the receiver noise, the usefulnessof the techniquehas definitelybeen demonstratedon a practicalcase. It is expectedthat the
new and improved BIMA will provide a better
demonstration

of this correlation

and

that

this

techniquewill be routinelyusedto correctfor the
atmosphericeffects. Once the necessaryproportionalityconstantshavebeen accuratelymeasured,
the correctioncan be applied duringthe observation in real time. This improvementwould not
only increasethe quality of the radio maps,but
would also increasethe utility of the interferometer, since longer baselines could then be used.
The final test of the new techniquewill be to
apply it to a completeobservationof an extraterrestrial radio source using several different antenna configurations.
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